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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Markets looking for evidence of slowing inflation to keep a 50bp hike off the table in September 

USD Fed set to keep its pedal to the metal amid elevated inflation backdrop. FOMC forecasts in focus 

JPY Back on intervention watch after Friday’s joint statement 

GBP BoE to hike. Probably 25bp but 50bp can’t be ruled out amid a general G10 central bank dash for neutral    

 

Overnight comment  
UST yields pushed higher late on Tuesday to new multi-year highs led by the long end, 
with 10yr yields peaking a whisker below 3.5%. In Asian time, UST yields edged off their 

highs. Asian equities were mixed ahead of tonight’s Fed decision, with Chinese equities 
higher and stocks broadly lower elsewhere. Japanese data were strong (machinery 
orders up 10.8%MoM), while Chinese data were mixed but slightly better than expected. 
The BoJ remains busy in the JGB market, announcing a fixed-rate buying operation of 
the CTD JGBs on 16 and 17 June. The aggressive defence of the existing range for 10yr 
JGB yields ahead of Friday’s BoJ meeting suggests limited interest in a policy tweak. 
USD/JPY rose to a fresh high late Tuesday at 135.59 but eased back alongside the 
dip in UST yields during Asian time to end the session around 134.60. The 

Bloomberg survey of economists showed respondents expecting Japanese CPI at just 
1.1% in 2023 and 0.9% in 2024, even as unemployment edged lower. With expectations 
like these it is no surprise that the BoJ remains committed to keeping policy loose.            
 
News that the ECB would hold an ad hoc meeting to discuss the recent market 
conditions and presumably fragmentation issues, gave EUR a minor lift early in 
European trade. EUR/USD sits at 1.0487. Sterling remains friendless, with 
EUR/GBP pushing up towards 0.8720.        
 

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

EZ – Trade balance, sa (€bn, Apr) -14.5/-17.6 

EZ – Industrial production (%MoM, Apr) 0.5/1.8 

US – NAHB housing index (DI, May) 67/69 

US – Retail sales (%MoM, May) 0.1/0.9 

US – Empire State (DI, Jun) 2.5/-11.6 

US – FOMC (mid, %) 1.375/0.875 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Eurozone/UK. Eurozone data today include the trade balance and industrial production. 

Usually the latter would be of more interest but the surge in energy prices has pushed 
the eurozone trade deficit to a record low and is a clear drag on EUR. There is a heavy 
schedule of ECB speakers today including President Lagarde, Holzmann and Panetta.            
 
US. The main focus will be on the FOMC meeting (see Currency Comment) but there is 

plenty else going on, with the NAHB index, retail sales and the Empire manufacturing 
index all due. The housing market is clearly slowing as rising interest rates take their toll. 
The NAHB index is expected to decline further in May. Retail sales will be interesting 
amid the surge in petrol prices. This has hit consumer confidence hard but the more 
pertinent question is “How hard has it hit what consumers do rather than how they feel?”. 
Auto sales in May were a little soft. Spending in at the core level May is expected to slow 
a little but remain positive.  

Market Summary  
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
Fed to stick to 50bp but keep 75bp on the table for July 

Ahead of today’s FOMC meeting Powell has strongly hinted that the Fed would raise the policy rate by 50bp in both June and 
July. However, in the wake of the strong CPI print last Friday the market is now fully priced for a 75bp hike. The last dovish 
surprise by a G10 central bank was the 8-1 vote by the BoE in mid-March, with 1 member voting to leave policy unchanged. In 
his defence that meeting was shortly after the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the implications were less than clear. Towards 
the back end of March central banks came to the conclusion that the Russian invasion of Ukraine was a highly inflationary 
event and they have been engaged in a dash to rapidly get policy to more neutral levels ever since. At his last press 
conference Powell noted that neutral was likely in the 2~3% range and thus the Fed still has some way to go to reach even 
the lower end of the range. You don’t want policy to be stimulative when inflation is already over 8%. Intellectually speaking, 
we believe an immediate jump to 2% would justified (a hike of 100~125bp) but generally speaking central banks value being 
predictable and delivering on their promises. Thus we see it is most likely that the Fed will eschew a 75bp hike and push the 
policy rate “just” 50bp higher. At the same time, we expect that Powell will warn that 75bp is possible at the July meeting if 
inflation remains elevated. Dovish dissents if the Fed hikes 75bp and hawkish dissents if the Fed only hikes 50bp seem likely.      
 
The Fed will also deliver new forecasts and a new Dot Plot, which will show the policy rates sharply higher at the end of 2022 
vs expectations in March. The new forecasts are likely to see higher unemployment in 2023 and 2024, weaker near-term 
growth and higher inflation. The Bloomberg survey, taken between 3-9 June (ie before the CPI report) showed respondents 
expecting back to back 50bp hikes in June and July, with 25bp hikes over the remainder of the year. The survey also showed 
a median expectation that the Dot Plot would show the Funds rate at 2.6% by end 2022, and 3.1% at the end of 2023 and 
2024 before dipping back to 2.5% over the longer run. 48% of respondents expected the economy to avoid a recession, 31% 
saw a recession and 21% expected a “growth recession”. Powell has noted the Fed will keep hiking until it sees “clear and 
convincing” evidence that inflation is slowing. The survey suggested that multiple core PCE prints of 0.2%MoM or below 
would satisfy the Fed on this front. We had expected that some 0.3pp prints mixed in with the 0.2pp prints would have been 
fine.   
 
It remains our expectation that inflation will slow sufficiently by Q4 to allow the Fed to undershoot current market expectations 
with regard to how far it will tighten this year but until that evidence arrives, risk assets look likely to remain vulnerable and the 
US dollar will likely remain firm.   
 

Expectations of tighter policy jump after CPI data…    …pushing USD towards multi-year highs 

  

Source: Bloomberg 
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FX forecasts (as of 1 Jun) Current Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22 Q1 23

USD/JPY 129 129 125 123 120

EUR/USD 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.09 1.10

GBP/USD 1.26 1.27 1.29 1.34 1.39

EUR/GBP 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.79

EUR/JPY 138 138 134 134 132

GBP/JPY 163 164 161 165 167
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